
Insertion for the Nguyen-Wong B-tree CoSc 320, Data Structures

splitUpAndApply(order, cmd)
if (size > order)

splitUpAt(size / 2)
Execute cmd(host)

insert(key, order)
if (tree is empty) // Inserting into empty root.

Create new single-node temp tree temp
spliceAt(0, temp)
return

else
Call inHelper(key, order, no-op lambda command)

inHelper(key, order, cmd)
if (tree is empty) // Inserting at a leaf.

Create new single-node temp tree temp with key key
Execute cmd(temp) // Splice temp into parent tree.
return

else
Determine k, the index for which _data[k] == key or, if key

is not in this tree, the index of the child tree in which key
should be inserted.

if (k < size && _data(k) == _key)
return; // Duplicate keys not allowed.

oldCmd = cmd
cmd = splice-at-k lambda command
Call _child[k].inHelper(key, order, cmd)
cmd = oldCmd
Call splitUpAndApply(order, cmd)
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Removal for the Nguyen-Wong B-tree CoSc 320, Data Structures

splitUpAndApply(order, cmd)
if (size > order)

splitUpAt(size / 2)
Execute cmd(host)

remove(key, order)
if (tree is empty)

return // There is nothing to remove
else

if (tree has one element)
Collapse tree with children

Call remHelper(key, order, no-op lambda command)

remHelper(key, order, cmd)
if (tree is empty)

return // There is nothing to remove
else if (tree has one element)

if (_data[0] == key)
splitDownAt(0) // Remove the key. This tree becomes empty.

else // key is not in the tree
Execute cmd(host) // Splice back to the parent tree.

else
Determine k, the index for which _data[k] == key or, if key

is not in this tree, the index for which key is in the left child of
_data[k] (except when key > _data[size-1], in which case
k gets size-1).

Push _data[k] down the tree with split down then collapse/splice.
oldCmd = cmd
cmd = splice-at-k lambda command
Call _child[k].remHelper(key, order, cmd)
cmd = oldCmd
Call splitUpAndApply(order, cmd)
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